
 
 

 

The Arrangement Content Guidelines 
 

1. Respect the Rights of Others: We take violations of laws and proprietary rights very 

seriously. It is your responsibility to ensure that your content doesn't violate laws or 

copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity, or other rights. We don't permit the use of 

unlicensed third party intellectual property, including but not limited to characters, 

logos, or lyrics. 

 

2. Create High-Quality Works: We don't accept books that provide a poor customer 

experience. Examples include poorly formatted books and books with misleading titles, 

cover art, or product descriptions. We reserve the right to determine whether content 

provides a poor customer experience. 

 

3. Promote Your Own Brand: We don't accept the excessive use of brand names or the 

inclusion of brand names for paid advertising or promotion. 

 

4. Cultivate One World at a Time: We don’t permit crossovers from other Worlds, 

meaning your work may not include elements of any copyright-protected book, movie, 

or other property outside of the elements of this World. 

 

5. Preserve the Romance: New Adult content is permitted, but we don’t accept 

pornography or offensive depictions of graphic sexual acts. Please reference the canon 

to guide you through what is acceptable in this category. 

 

6. Treat Sex as a Facet of Human Nature: You should structure your story such that 

sexual content is plot and character driven, meaning it should tie into the story line and 

not be more than 10 percent of your work. When used, sexual content should be 

essential to the work’s main story arc. 

 

7. Choose Your Words with Care: We don't accept offensive content, including but not 

limited to racial slurs, excessively graphic or violent material, or excessive use of foul 

language. 

 

8. Emulate the Canon’s Voice: You should write your story in first person and present 

tense. Stories should contain emotionally charged subject matter similar to what appears 

in the canon (e.g. distasteful moral decisions that ensure survival). 

 

9. Tell Untold Tales: We don’t accept retellings of stories present in The Arrangement, 

even when told from a different point of view. 

 

10. Create New Stories: We don’t accept works that are merely retellings of books already 

published, web series, or television series episodes. 



 
 

 

 

11. Design a Unique Cover and Pick an Original Title: Your story may not include a title 

or cover that is the same as or is misleadingly similar to the title or cover of any of H.M. 

Ward’s works, including THE ARRANGEMENT series. 

 

12. No Spoilers: No stories may take place after the events of THE ARRANGEMENT 17. 

 

13. Use the Canon as your Guide: Please become familiar with the World before 

publishing stories by reading the canon or using the World Synopsis I created 

specifically for Kindle Worlds. Please be advised that the World Synopsis contains 

*SPOILERS* and is intended for those participating in Kindle Worlds that want easy 

facts and info at their fingertips. My World Synopsis can be found here: 

http://sexyawesomebooks.com/#!/KindleWorlds  

http://sexyawesomebooks.com/#!/KindleWorlds

